
Week Date Club MASTER 84.44
1 1/8/2022 Kalbfus AA 79.11
2 1/15/2022 Kane A 75.33
3 1/22/2022 Mt. Jewett B 69.43
4 1/29/2022 Kalbfus C 59.33
5 2/5/2022 Kane D below 59.33
6 2/12/2022 Mt. Jewett
7 2/19/2022 Kalbfus
8 2/26/2022 Kane 
9 3/5/2022 Mt. Jewett

10 3/12/2022 Kalbfus
11 3/19/2022 Kane 
12 3/26/2022 Mt. Jewett

League Format and Rules:
Participating Clubs: Kalbfus Rod and Gun Club, Kane Fish and Game Club, Mt. Jewett Sportsmen's Club.
League Duration: 12 weeks. 50 targets/week. 4 shoots at each Participating Club.
Sign-up: 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM.
Fees (League or Practice): Adults: $15/50 targets. Juniors(<18 as of 1/8/2022): $10/50 targets.
Shooters may shoot ahead/back as many weeks as desired at the club that was or will be missed. 
All shoots are open to the general public. 
Practice rounds are welcome and may be shot before or after League rounds at any League shoot.

"Look" targets are not permitted.
Scoring practices on the course shall be per NSCA guidelines, attached.
All League fees will be distributed as cash prizes at conclusion of League. 

Shooter Classification:

Prize Eligibility and Distribution:
Shooters must record three (3) League scores at each club to be eligible for League prizes.
Shooter's nine (9) highest scores will be used to determine Adjusted Average.
Prize distribution shall be 50-30-20 Lewis style High Gun within Shooter Class based on Adjusted Averages.          

League Officers:
President: Shawn Nystrom (shawn.nystrom@kalbfus.com)
Second Officer: Jim Troutman (jim.troutman@kalbfus.com)
Treasurer: Chuck Travis (chuck.travis@kalbfus.com)
Statistician: Ed McCullough (ed.mccullough@kalbfus.com)
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Shooters will compete for cash prizes in assigned Shooter Class with other shooters of similar demonstrated ability, 
regardless of the shooter's demographic.

Shooter Classification shall be based on 2021 Adjusted Average, or actual average if fewer than 9 rounds were shot 
in the 2021 League.
New shooters not classified in 2021 shall be assigned to an established Shooter Class based on average at the end of 
the First Half, provided at least one (1) score has been recorded at each club. In the event that the shooter has not 
recorded scores at all 3 clubs by the end of the First Half, shooter will be assigned to an established Shooter Class 
immediately after recording one (1) League score at each club. 
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All rounds shall be recorded as League scores unless Practice is declared and so marked on scoresheet prior to 
shooting.
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2022 Shooter Class
Cutoff Averages (%)

Kalbfus Rod & Gun Club
2178 Chapman Dam Rd.

Clarendon, PA 16313
(814) 726-0809

kalbfus@kalbfus.com

Kane Fish & Game Club
321 Dwight Rd.
Kane, PA 16735
(814) 837-8972

Mt. Jewett Sportsmen's Club
Division Street

(1.3 miles South of Route 6)
Mt. Jewett, PA 16740

 (814) 778-7323

Participating Club Info

6 evenly divided Shooter Classes as shown above have been established based on 2021 scores.

Shooter classification in subsequent League shall be based on Adjusted Average in prior year's League, or actual 
average if fewer than 9 rounds were shot in the previous League.



 

 
TARGET PRESENTATION AND SCORING 

 
NSCA Rules will apply:   

 

1.  Targets will be presented for attempt by the shooter and scored at each station in one or   
more of the following formats.   
  a.  Single Target.   
    Two shots are allowed and the target will be scored dead if broken by either shot.   

1)  On a single target (full use of gun): If the target is missed with the first shot and an   
  Ammo or gun malfunction occurs, preventing the second shot from being fired, the   
  target will be reattempted. On the re-shoot, the shooter must intentionally miss the   
  target on the first shot.   

        The second shot will count for either dead or lost. If the shooter breaks the first target on   
     the first shot of the re-shoot in this scenario, the target will be scored as lost.   

  b.  Pairs.   
    Only two shots are allowed. Pairs may be presented as report, following or simultaneous    
    (true pair).   

1)  In simultaneous pairs (true pair) the shooter has the right to shoot either of the targets   
first.   

        If the shooter has missed the first target he may fire the second cartridge at the same    
      target.   

2)  When shooting report or following pairs, the shooter will have the right, if missing the   
  first target, to fire the second cartridge at the same target (the result being scored on the   
 first target and the second target being scored as lost).   

  c.  Scoring Pairs   
      1)  Should the shooter break both targets with either the first or second shot, then the result   
       will be scored as two hits.   
      2)  In the event of a no Bird on a TRUE pair nothing can be established. Two good targets   
        must be present to record the score. This will also apply for gun/ammunition          

      malfunctions while shooting pairs.   
      3)  In the event of a NO BIRD on the second target of a REPORT pair, the first bird will be   
        establish as dead or lost and the shooter will repeat the pair to establish the result of    

      the second target. When repeating the pair, the shooter must make a legitimate attempt    
      at the first target.   

      4)  In the event of a “shooter malfunction” on the first bird of a report pair, the first bird will   
        be established as lost and the shooter will repeat the pair to establish the result of the    

      second target. When repeating the pair the shooter must make a legitimate attempt at    
      the first target.  The first target has already been established as lost and the result of the   
      second target will be recorded.  
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